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Patch 3.6s is a fix for Age of Empires II HD: The Forgotten. It was released on
June 20, 2014 to address sync and save issues caused by . dll files. List of

changes: Fixed an issue with incorrect synchronization when launching Age of
Empires II HD: The Forgotten. Fixed problem with sound playback. Fixed an
issue with saving stats in Age of Empires II HD: The Forgotten that caused

them to be lost after exiting the game. Fixed several in-game text issues. Fixed
a problem with using third-party libraries in the game. Fixed an issue with

using third-party libraries in multiplayer.
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was released on the 13th
of April 2018. Dead Rising

2: Off the Record was
released on the 3rd of July

2018. Dead Rising 2:
Office, the free update to
Dead Rising 2 OTR, was
released on the 14th of
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the 8th of February 2019.
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slice .. code-block:: c void
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